
RULES OF PLAY



Players assume the role of Sages who can bend the very elements  
to their will. Use the Rule of Replacement and clever strategy to be  
the first player to place all 4 of your Sages in play by forming all  
4 elemental patterns.

1 Start card 4 Tapestries

100 Element cards 16 Sages

ALDR the High 
Sage

ong before Sages battled in the arena, Aldr, the 
High Sage, mastered the elements and passed his 
teachings on to his students. However, even the 
most powerful cannot fight every day. Aldr 
created this game to sharpen their minds and 
reinforce his hard-won lessons. 



Place the Start card within easy reach of all players.  

The remaining Element cards create the draw deck. Place the 
top 4 cards face up beside the deck as the draw pool.

Shuffle the Element cards and deal a hand of 5 cards to each 
player. 

Each player receives a Tapestry card and selects 1 set of Sage 
figures.  Place 1 figure on each of the 4 element spaces on the 
Tapestry.    Set the ALDR  next to the play area. 

Decide who will go first.

Example of a 3 
player game set 
up and ready to 
begin.

Note: Game play 
always begins 
placing cards over 
the Start card.



On your turn, do the following in order:

On your turn, play 2 Element cards from your hand. When you play an  
Element card, it must overlap at least 1 other Element card (or the Start 
 card) already in play, even if the card is part of a previously made 
elemental pattern. 
Note: You can’t play a card over an Element icon with a Sage or Aldr on it.

An Element icon can be played only on top of the same Element 
icon or the  Element it replaces (see Rule of Replacement, Page 6).

Void and Seal of Aldr icons can be played on top of any Element, 
Void, or Seal of Aldr icon.  Any Element icon can be played on top of a 
Void or Wild icon.  
Wild icons can be used to create elemental patterns. Voids cannot.

Play 2 Element cards  

 Void Seal of Aldr

Place 1 or more of your Sage 
figures (if possible) 

Move Aldr the High Sage 

Draw 2 Element cards



After placing both of your cards, if you have created an elemental 
pattern,  immediately remove the figure from the matching 
pattern on your Player  Reference card and place it on any of the 
Element icons in the pattern.

You cannot place a Sage figure on Wild or Void icons, nor 
on an icon outside  the pattern. Only 1 Sage figure can 
occupy a single Element icon at a time; a Sage figure 
cannot occupy the same Element icon as  Aldr.

Additionally, no part of the elemental pattern you make can be 
occupied  by Aldr or another player’s Sage figure when you 
score it.
Note: Once a Sage figure from your Player Reference card is 
placed, it is not moved or removed for the  remainder of the 
game.

Example: Holly has successfully created the Wind elemental 
pattern. She moves her Sage  figure from her Tapestry card to one 
of the 3 Wind Element icons  in the pattern she made. She cannot 
place her figure on the Wild icon, even  though she used it to 
make the Wind pattern. Now, she has only 3  elemental patterns 
to go.

Cannot score Can score



Move Aldr to any vacant Element icon; each player 
must move Aldr to a different  location on their turn.   

Aldr can only be placed on a vacant Element icon. Like 
the Sage figures,  Aldr cannot occupy Wild or Void icons. 
It cannot share an Element icon with a Sage figure. 

Note: Aldr MUST be moved to a different location 
each turn. You cannot leave Aldr on the same 
Element icon as the previous player.

Water over Fire  
PLAY:

The player to your right takes their turn. 

The first player to create all 4 elemental patterns and 
 place their figures on the play area wins.

Every Element can replace and be replaced by another Element.  
This is  illustrated on the Tapestry card.

Draw 2 Element cards into your hand from the 4 available 
face up cards  in the draw pool. After drawing a card, 
IMMEDIATELY replace it with the  top card from the deck. 
Then, draw your second card and replace it with another 
card from the top of the deck, leaving  4 cards face up for 
the next player. You should always end your turn with  a 
5-card hand. 

Earth over Water

Wind over Earth  

Fire over Wind  



When placing Sage figures and Aldr, consider  how you 
might make it more difficult for the other players to exploit 
your hard work to create elemental patterns. Watch what 
cards are taken and obstruct the other players’ plans with 
your Sages. Keep in mind, no one can place an Element card 
over an icon occupied by a Sage figure  or Aldr.

An Element card can cover 1 or 2 Element icons 
already on the table as long as you follow the Rule of 
Replacement (see Page 6).

Example: You have a Fire/Fire card in your hand. On the 
table is a  Fire/Wind card. Because Fire can be played on 
top of Fire and replace Wind, you can  cover A) 1 Fire, B) 1 
Wind, or C) both the Fire and Wind icons.

On the table In your hand

The elemental patterns you create can face in any 
direction as long as it  satisfies the pattern shape. 



A game in mid play. The Blue player has claimed the Fire, Wind, and 
Earth Elemental patterns, while the Orange Player has claimed Fire,  
Water and Earth. 

Note that both players share part of their Earth pattern. This is legal 
as long as no Sages overlap. 

Orange also placed water over part of their Fire pattern to build 
their Water pattern. Any player can do this to their own completed 
patterns or another player’s. The only icons that are immune are 
those with a Sage or Aldr on them.

Note that Blue and Orange both have incorporated the Seal of Aldr 
into their patterns (Wind for Blue and Earth for Orange).

Aldr is moved each turn and can occupy any space other than a 
Seal, a Void, or a space occupied by a Sage. 





Following are rules to incorporate the Aldr figure into 
the game of Element as a micro expansion. To use it you 
must have a copy of the core game Element. 

You will need the Aldr figure and the start card from 
Aldr the High Sage. Place these adjacent to the set up 
game of Element. 

All of the normal rules of 
Element apply with the 
following exceptions. 

1. Aldr begins play in the 
center space of the board. In a 
2 player game move the sages 
back one space to compensate 
for this. In a 3-4 player game, 
Aldr also begins play in the 
center tile but does not affect 
the starting spaces of the 
Sages.



2. Aldr must move once each turn. He 
may move at any time during  a player’s 
turn. Aldr moves in any of the eight 
directions and can move as many 
spaces as the player desires until 
stopped by Stones he cannot replace, 
Sages, or the edge of the board. 

3. Additioanly, a player may at any time 
during their turn, pay a Stone to the 
start card on the appropriate Element. 
The Aldr piece then takes on the 
characteristics of that element in 
addition to its movement. Aldr remains 
that Element  with all of its properties 
until a player replaces that stone with a 
different Element stone. The discarded 
stone is returned to the bag. 

When Aldr is Fire, he generates free stones when 
in position next to another Fire stone, or when 
Fire stones are placed adjacent. 

When Aldr is Water, he moves just as if he were a 
Water stone. This is in addition to his once per turn 
move. 

Although Aldr cannot function as a Mountain 
while Earth, he can be part of Mountain Range, 
though he will move the following turn.

As Wind Aldr can be jumped by other Sages either 
singularly or as part of a line of Wind. Aldr cannot 
be a Whirlwind.

Element is available from your 
local game store or online at 
RatherDashingGames.com
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